Thoughtfully built from the inside out, Microsoft Surface Laptops are designed to go beyond expectations and power productivity. They have the performance to match any task and deliver a premium experience that unlocks your team’s potential.

Surface Laptop Category

USE CASE

Engineers, designers, data analysts, and researchers

DISCOVER

Let your team work the way they want whether compiling code on a powerful business laptop, multitasking while docked on a perfectly angled stage, or sketching ideas on a full-horsepower creative studio.

Log in securely with Windows Hello then run circles around renders, tackle complex data, and sketch 3D visualizations, accelerate your team’s creative genius and run compute-intensive workflows.

Create brilliantly with written notes and sketches on the 14.4” PixelSense™ Flow touchscreen² with true-to-life color, smoother scrolling and a quicker touch response.

Hear and be heard even while others simultaneously talk and laugh on calls, powered by Studio Mics with Voice Clarity¹. Your voice sounds clearer, and skin tone accuracy and low-light video improves with HD cameras.

This high-performance business laptop is the most powerful Surface, delivering the highest graphics horsepower of any Surface device.
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SURFACE LAPTOP STUDIO

SURFACE LAPTOP 5

Executives and information workers

When your team’s work speaks for itself, things can get loud. Surface Laptop 5 secured-core PC uplevels the experience of the day to day with more power, cinematic sound, longer battery life, and enhanced camera experiences powered by new Windows 11 interactive features.

The 13.5” or 15” PixelSense™ touchscreen is our most responsive yet, making it even easier to move through a slideshow or drag and drop from PowerPoint to email with precision. The signature Surface 3:2 screen orientation adds more space for viewing vertical documents, scrolling web pages, or seeing more data for those crucial decisions. And the Dolby Vision IQ³ automatically adjusts when the light around you changes for an incredible viewing experience.

Have a large video file to transfer? Lightning-fast Thunderbolt™ 4 port lets you connect a 4K monitor, charges your laptop, and delivers faster data transfers. And performance is never sacrificed, letting you multitask through deadlines and cross-country flights with up to 17 hours of battery life.

Sleek portability with premium performance, its available in two durable finishes – warm Alcantara® material or cool metal.
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SURFACE LAPTOP 4

Executives and information workers

Designed with style and performance in mind, Surface Laptop 4 is thin and portable for those who commute yet powerful enough to see your team through most everyday workloads.

Choose a 13” or 15” PixelSense™ touchscreen with 3:2 screen orientation – a signature Surface feature that adds more space for viewing vertical documents like web pages and spreadsheets. For those who spend time in video chat, a 720 HD camera provides sharp video and image quality along with more accurate skin tones in varying light. Dual studio mics and Omnisonic speakers help your team hear and be heard whether its masking kids playing or bringing a brainstorming session to life.

Quickly and securely log in with Windows Hello, then connect peripherals for charging, data, or to extend the display to dual 4K monitors with Surface Dock 2.2. Multi-task across professional-grade apps and move from videoconferencing to word processing through most of the workday without plugging in³.

When a charge is needed, Fast Charge kicks in to keep tasks moving.

Two durable finishes – warm Alcantara® material or cool metal – bring refinement to desktop or design shop.
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SURFACE LAPTOP GO 2

Business travelers, frontline workers, and field service.

Well-suited for life on the move and in the cloud, the Surface Laptop Go 2 secured-core PC is an ultraportable laptop for general, daily use. Students and business travelers can take basic tasks on the go like document creation, web surfing, and playing videos.

Collaborate in crisp, clear video calls and play video and sound smoothly with Dolby Audio Premium. Navigate naturally and intuitively on the 12.4” PixelSense™ touchscreen optimized for Windows 11 touch experience. A 4:3 screen aspect ratio, full high definition video and image quality along with more accurate skin tones in varying light. Dual studio mics and Omnisonic speakers help your team hear and be heard whether its masking kids playing or bringing a brainstorming session to life.

Speaking of on-the-go, the Laptop Go 2’s long battery life provides enough power for a full day of emails and writing, and Fast Charging quickly takes it from empty to full.
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